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Uh Oh!!
Looks like you got lost in the woods...
 








Let's Go back home




































We're passionate about sharing quality herbal education with our community
 





enjoy a Free Issue of Materia Medica MOnthly
 





 





 We’ll send you a free 25 pg. herbal monograph & 3 hr. video class on one of the most important and versatile herbs every herbalist should know how to use.
 





























 


WALK WITH US ON THE PLANT PATH 









Keep your heart & mind renewed with fresh herbal information & inspiration from our daily instagram drops
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Herbalism

Alchemy + Spagyrics

Medical Astrology

The Plant Path Podcast +

Online Programs 

with herbalists Whitney + Sajah Popham
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Have you ever smelled valerian?🌿🤍 It's defin


 [image: Have you ever smelled valerian?🌿🤍 It's definitely “characteristic” to the senses. A lot of herbalists describe the odor as being similar to dirty old socks.🧦🤧  I agree, the smell is certainly potent, and taking the medicine is by far easier (for most folks) in tincture form rather than tea. But personally, I actually really enjoy the taste and smell of Valerian.  It’s so aromatic and sweet to my senses...but that’s because I work more with the fresh plant rather than the dry. Apparently, the isovaleric acid becomes more dominant when dried - creating a less desirable smell.  Maybe I’ve just grown to like the smell because of how much I love it’s medicine. It’s such a powerful nervine hypnotic that helps with tension, restlessness, anxiety and insomnia.😴   Hypnotics are stronger nerve relaxants and produce a bit more of a narcotic effect. As the term implies, these remedies can indeed induce a state of hypnosis - one conducive to falling asleep.  For most, Valerian is too strong to use in the day because it’ll make them feel tired- though for some prone to severe anxiety, panic attacks etc, it can be extremely beneficial for use during the day. This just depends on the dose.  Because Valerian has a rather heavy energy to it, I’d describe the person who needs Valerian to be tense, uptight, airy/ethereal and/or spaced out. Their stress level might be high and their muscles tense. This person probably thinks too much and doesn’t feel like their feet are on the ground. Valerian will be very helpful to land a person back into their body. ✨🌿🤍  Have you used Valerian before? Share your experience in the comments below👇🏼  #valerian #valerianaofficinalis #nervine #nervinehypnotic #plantmedicine #theschoolofevolutionaryherbalism #evolutionaryherbalism #theplantpath #plantpath #plantmedicine #herbalist #clinicalherbalist #folkherbalist #herbalhealer #herbalmedicine #herbalism]







Connective Tissue Tonic ::🍃✨🌿
🌱 Ingred
[image: Connective Tissue Tonic ::🍃✨🌿  🌱 Ingredients: 𝟒𝟎% 𝐒𝐨𝐥𝐨𝐦𝐨𝐧’𝐬 𝐒𝐞𝐚𝐥 (𝑷𝒐𝒍𝒚𝒈𝒐𝒏𝒂𝒕𝒖𝒎 𝒎𝒖𝒍𝒕𝒊𝒇𝒍𝒐𝒓𝒖𝒎) 𝟐𝟎% 𝐇𝐨𝐫𝐬𝐞𝐭𝐚𝐢𝐥 (𝑬𝒒𝒖𝒊𝒔𝒆𝒕𝒖𝒎 𝒂𝒓𝒗𝒆𝒏𝒔𝒆) 𝟐𝟎% 𝐍𝐞𝐭𝐭𝐥𝐞 𝐥𝐞𝐚𝐟 (𝑬𝒒𝒖𝒊𝒔𝒆𝒕𝒖𝒎 𝒂𝒓𝒗𝒆𝒏𝒔𝒆) 𝟏𝟎% 𝐁𝐨𝐧𝐞𝐬𝐞𝐭 (𝑬𝒖𝒑𝒂𝒕𝒐𝒓𝒊𝒖𝒎 𝒑𝒆𝒓𝒇𝒐𝒍𝒊𝒂𝒕𝒖𝒎) 𝟓% 𝐂𝐚𝐲𝐞𝐧𝐧𝐞 (𝑪𝒂𝒑𝒔𝒊𝒄𝒖𝒎 𝒂𝒏𝒏𝒖𝒖𝒎) 𝟓% 𝐋𝐨𝐛𝐞𝐥𝐢𝐚 (𝑳𝒐𝒃𝒆𝒍𝒊𝒂 𝒊𝒏𝒇𝒍𝒂𝒕𝒂)  This is a great formula to use while healing torn/sprained/strained tendons, ligaments, connective tissues, and bones.   It focuses on strengthening the muscular skeletal tissues through mineral nutrition (Horsetail, Nettle), deposition into the connective tissues (Boneset), dilating and stimulating circulation (Cayenne and Lobelia).   Solomon’s Seal as the lead herb is our primary connective tissue tonic, and also provides a nicely moistening quality to lubricate the fluids around the joints while also adjusting the tone of the connective tissues.  Would you add anything? Share with me below👇🏼💚  . #solomansseal #horsetail #nettle #stingingnettle #boneset #lobeila #herbalformula #herbalist #plantmedicine #evolutionaryherbalism #herbalmedicine #herbalism #plantmagic #theplanthpath #herbalremedies #herbalhealing #medicinalherbs #plantcommunication #clinicalherbalism #clinicalherbalist]







Say goodmorning to these sweet little guys who cam
[image: Say goodmorning to these sweet little guys who came earthside just a few weeks ago🐑🐑 What would you name them? 💞  #shepherdess #lambingseason #finnsheep #icelandicsheep #shetlandsheep #farmstead #homesteading]







:: 𝐂 𝐋 𝐄 𝐀 𝐕 𝐄 𝐑 𝐒 :: 🌿


 [image: :: 𝐂 𝐋 𝐄 𝐀 𝐕 𝐄 𝐑 𝐒 :: 🌿💧Cleavers is one of those plants that I personally made a really deep on in my plant path. It grows abundantly in the PNW and is one that I used to consistently sit with for extended periods of time, as well as one I’ve used quite a bit in my practice. While it’s a humble little plant, I’ve found it to be very useful for a range of conditions that afflict the inner waters of the body.   As far as its actions go, Cleavers is primarily an alterative. It can bring gentle movement and cleansing into the areas that may have become stuck or stagnant both physically and energetically. This manifests throughout the waterways of the body, including the lymphatic system, kidneys, and urinary tract, though it is also commonly utilized as a tonic for the skin. So while its core action is alterative, it's more specifically a diuretic and lymphagogue alterative.   Cleavers are best harvested for medicine right when they start to flower (or just before) which can be around late spring to early summer depending on your environment. It’s not ideal when they start to seed. Fresh Cleavers have the most potency and is the only way I use it. Once Cleavers is dried it loses a significant amount of its potency.  Swipe through to learn more about how Cleavers can support you🌿👉🏽  . #herbalist #plantmedicine #evolutionaryherbalism #herbalmedicine #herbalism #plantmagic #theplanthpath #herbalremedies #herbalhealing #medicinalherbs #plantcommunication #clinicalherbalism #clinicalherbalist #cleavers #galiumaparine]










 [image: 🫖🌿💜 :: Nutritive Tea :: 💜🌿🫖  𝟑𝟎% 𝐕𝐢𝐨𝐥𝐞𝐭 (𝑽𝒊𝒐𝒍𝒂 𝒔𝒑𝒑) 𝟐𝟎% 𝐍𝐞𝐭𝐭𝐥𝐞𝐬 (𝑼𝒓𝒕𝒊𝒄𝒂 𝒅𝒊𝒐𝒊𝒄𝒂) 𝟐𝟎% 𝐎𝐚𝐭 𝐬𝐭𝐫𝐚𝐰 (𝑨𝒗𝒆𝒏𝒂 𝒔𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒗𝒂) 𝟏𝟓% 𝐑𝐞𝐝 𝐑𝐚𝐬𝐩𝐛𝐞𝐫𝐫𝐲 (𝑹𝒖𝒃𝒖𝒔 𝒊𝒅𝒂𝒆𝒖𝒔) 𝟏𝟓% 𝐀𝐥𝐟𝐚𝐥𝐟𝐚 (𝑴𝒆𝒅𝒊𝒄𝒂𝒈𝒐 𝒔𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒗𝒂)  This combination is a beautifully balanced nutritive combo with a super high mineral and vitamin content.  How to brew: ~pour a quart of boiling water over 1 ounce of fresh or dried herbs. ~steep for 4-8 hours, strain, and drink (you’ll get mucilage from this preparation as well, as it will be extracted after the water cools).   This is an amazing micronutrient multi-mineral formula that can be used to fill in micronutrient deficiencies. Most of these herbs are drying though, so the addition of Violet is a valuable addition to make it less so.  Which herbs are you brewing today? Share with me below👇🏼💟  #herbaltea #nutritivetea #violet #viola #nettles #urticadioica #oatsraw #avenasativa #redraspberry #rubusidaeus #alfalfa #medicagosativa #evolutionaryherbalism #herbalism #herbalist #sajahpopham #springmedicinals]







Most herbs are drying. This is one of the most imp


 [image: Most herbs are drying. This is one of the most important things you need to realize about a herbs influence on moisture quality.  SO many of our herbal actions work by draining fluids from the system: diuretics, diaphoretics, bitter tonics, and astringents are likely the most important.  🌿Diuretic remedies drain fluids from the tissues and increase urination and are thus drying.   🌿Diaphoretics increase sweating and drain fluids out of the skin and are thus drying.  🌿Bitter tonics increase gastric secretions which ultimately leave the body making you more dry.  🌿Astringents dry fluid accumulation and pucker up tissues leaving you drier.   🌿Some expectorants (especially the stimulating ones) are also drying.  I like to tell my students that it’s best to just learn all the herbs that are typically moistening and especially what organ systems they are moistening for. And then basically from there on, you can assume that most other herbs are drying. Obviously, there are exceptions to that rule, like any rule in herbal medicine.   As with all of our energetic understandings, it’s super important to remember that two people can be diagnosed as having the same disease, but both can have very different underlying constitutional patterns. Overlooking these patterns is one of the biggest mistakes herbalists make in their practice..  Learn more about herbal energetics inside Materia Medica Monthly, tap the link in our bio to learn more and enroll✨  #herbalenergetics #clinicalherbalism #clinicalherbalist #evolutionaryherbalism #theplantpath #plantmedicine #herbalist #herbalism #herbalmedicine #materiamedica]







It’s critical as an herbalist to venture out int
 [image: It’s critical as an herbalist to venture out into nature and develop a firsthand understanding of herbalism. Plant a 🌱seed🌱and watch the herb grow through all of its cycles🌀 By studying the medicinal herbs that grow around you, you can develop a deeper relationship with the plants in your local environment.   After growing or identifying local plants, harvest, taste, and make medicine with them. When you experience the effects of an herb firsthand, the memory stays in your heart compared to memorizing hundreds of textbook facts.🍃🙏🏼  Once your herbal medicine is ready, experiment by taking different dosages. Start with drop doses and increase over time to note its effects. By noticing how herbs make you feel in your body, you can deepen your comprehension of how they might impact others.   Remember to always practice safely by researching the safe dosage of an herb before administration since some plants are drop-dose only, like Poke, while others can be taken more freely, like Nettles.  By combining textbook studies with sensory experiences, you can develop a well-rounded understanding of herbal medicine and strengthen your skillset as a holistic herbalist. Note I say you can develop 𝐮𝐧𝐝𝐞𝐫𝐬𝐭𝐚𝐧𝐝𝐢𝐧𝐠 of your herbal medicines, not just 𝐢𝐧𝐭𝐞𝐥𝐥𝐞𝐜𝐭𝐮𝐚𝐥 𝐤𝐧𝐨𝐰𝐥𝐞𝐝𝐠𝐞.  Plants are always communicating with us, and while they don’t speak the same language as us, you can learn how to hear their messages and incorporate their wisdom into your practice to use the whole plant for the whole person and experience true healing that extends into your body, spirit, and soul.  How do you relate with the plants local to you? Share with me below👇🏼💚  #herbalist #plantmedicine #evolutionaryherbalism #herbalmedicine #herbalism #plantmagic #theplanthpath #herbalremedies #herbalhealing #medicinalherbs #plantcommunication #clinicalherbalism #clinicalherbalist]







“Paracelsus, a Swiss physician, astrologer, and 
[image: “Paracelsus, a Swiss physician, astrologer, and alchemist during the Renaissance, coined the term lumen naturae, or the “Light of Nature,” to refer to the intelligence infused throughout the natural world.   This Light is universally distributed and centrally imbued into the inner heart of every living thing. While it cannot be directly perceived, we see its influence within plants, stones, animals, and people, as it shapes and their outer form and shines through it. According to most Earth-based cultures and traditions, all things in Nature are seen as alive, as they are a part of life itself, and thus contain consciousness and intelligence within their form.  To directly perceive this consciousness and intelligence is what it means to follow the Light of Nature. Paracelsus saw this Light as radiating through all of creation to communicate to us the spiritual origins of everything in Nature; we only need to cultivate the ability to perceive it. He was trying to name and teach a new way of seeing that was, at best, unconsciously used in his culture and is mostly atrophied today.”   From Evolutionary Herbalism: Science, Medicine, & Spirituality from the Heart of Nature by Sajah Popham 🍃💚📖💚🍃]
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